The inlet grid and exhaust grid are widely used in engineering machinery products. The process that airflow goes through grids is a complex turbulent flow and directly related to the heat dispersion and aerodynamic noise. The theoretical analysis result shows that the jet noise generated by airflow has a connection with the grid structure form, fluid flowing situation, and heat conduction. In addition, the influences of different grid structure forms (included the round hole, long hole, and square hole) and porosity on the heat dissipation and aerodynamic noise were analyzed and presented based on the verified computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model. Results show that the heat dispersion and aerodynamic noise of the round hole are most effective under the same porosity; as the porosity increases, the disturbance degree decreases and the noise reduction effect gets better. Finally, the research result provides the scientific basis for improving grid structure and achieving energy saving and noise reduction.
Introduction
Research Background and Methods. In today's market, it has become the key points of competition and the threshold of import and export trade to improve the product performance, energy saving, and noise reduction of engineering machinery [1, 2] . And the heat dispersion of engine compartment has effects on its operational reliability and service life. Also, the radiation noise has a direct link to the economical efficiency and market adaptation of mechanical products. In the practical application, the heat dispersion of the engine compartment is mainly realized by the forcedconvection heat transfer through a cooling fan. When air enters the engine compartment system through the inlet grid, it takes away the superficial heat of a radiator and other structures. In the end, the heat is spread out of the system from the exhaust grid. As sound velocity increases when the temperature of medium increases, sound wave propagates along the direction of the largest temperature gradient in the temperature field [3] . Based on those facts mentioned above, the structure form and porosity of the grid have a direct relation with the heat dispersion and aerodynamic noise of the whole engine compartment.
When air goes through grids, the generated noise mainly resulted from instable airflow, that is, fluid mechanics factors. The process of air flow is complicated and there is constant heat exchange with surrounding medium when making the jet noise. There are mainly two methods to study fluid noise and heat exchange: numerical simulation and experimental research [4] [5] [6] [7] . For example, Khaled et al. took use of three-dimensional numerical simulation and experimental research to explore the influence of inflow grid surface and ground angle on the cooling system performance under different vehicle speeds [8] . However, there are some disadvantages for the method of experimental research such as long design cycle, large cost, and time consumption. With the rapid development of information technology, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method provides a new approach for solving the above problems [9] [10] [11] [12] . In addition, many scholars have verified the feasibility of CFD in the numerical simulation of airflow field. For instance, Aguilar et al. presented a numerical study of a double pan window and analyzed the room temperature and the incident solar radiation by CFD, and the research results achieved the purpose of saving energy [13] . Cui et al. adopted Eulerian-Lagrangian CFD model to investigate the performance of the evaporative air cooler under a variety of conditions and validated the model 2 Shock and Vibration by comparing the temperature distributions and outlet air conditions against experimental data [14] . Tolias et al. used CFD modeling techniques to simulate homogenous deflagration based on the turbulent flame speed concept, and the agreement between experimental and computational results was satisfactory in both empty and no-empty tunnel cases [15] .
Therefore, based on the essential research field and effective method, this paper is focused on coupled issue of thermal field and sound field under different grid forms as well as different porosities and presents the numerical simulation analysis by the CFD method, which has not been reported so far. The calculation results are going to provide theoretical foundation on saving energy and reducing noise for the whole machine.
(2) Description of the Paper Organization. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical analysis of airflow passing through grids to take into account the influence of the grid structure form, fluid flowing situation, and heat conduction on the jet noise. Section 3 presents the numerical calculation models of three grid forms established by CFD method. Section 4 shows the experiment to verify that the built CFD model is accurate. Section 5 collects the coupling results of the thermal field and sound field, and an analysis of the relations between the flow field, total heat release (THR) and average sound pressure level (ASPL), and porosity and the fluid velocity is done. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Theoretical Analysis
In this paper, the effect of the inlet grid and exhaust grid in the engine compartment of a certain engineering machinery product on the coupling of thermal field and sound field was taken as the research target. The distribution and physical models of the inlet grid and exhaust grid are shown in Figures  1, 2 , and 3.
The airflow sprays out through grids at a relative high speed and makes noise, which is referred to as jet noise [16, 17] . Even though the process of generating jet noise is complex, its mechanism and source characteristics can still be analyzed with axisymmetric free jet [18] . Figure 4 shows the structure of axisymmetric free jet with the grid hole diameter to be . When airflow sprays into still air through the grid hole, the full-developed turbulence is generally divided into three zones: mixed zone, transition zone, and full-developed zone [19, 20] . In the mixed zone, the airflow is a nearly full turbulent flow and the airflow movement in the taper area surrounded with mixed zone maintains laminar flow. Thus, this area is called potential core. After the mixed zone, it is the transition zone full of turbulence, but the average velocity of the jet in this zone gradually decays. After that, it comes to the full-developed zone, in which the airflow is a kind of the flow maintained by itself.
The jet intensity, which is defined as the ratio of the axial velocity fluctuation to the nozzle velocity, is relative to the velocity gradient. Through the noise test, it has been proved Shock and Vibration 3 that jet noise is mostly generated by the turbulence in the mixed zone and the transition zone, which is linked to the turbulence intensity. The sound field of air jet follows the wave equation of active acoustic field [17] . In 1969, Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings put forward FW-H equation to simulate the generation and propagation of sound [21] [22] [23] . Through the integral on the time domain, the equation can indicate some basic solution distributions such as pure monopole, dipole, and quadrupole. It is considered to be the accurate recombination of the continuum equation and the Navier-Stokes equation [24, 25] .
And the continuum equation can be expressed as
The Navier-Stokes equation is described as
Suppose that the movement control surface is penetrable and discontinuous, and all flow variables are the generalized function. Thus, the FW-H equation can be deduced according to the property of the generalized function, which is given by the following equation [26] :
where ∇ is Laplacian operator; 0 is the propagation velocity of sound wave; is the increased fluid quality per second and unit volume at the moment of and the position of ; is the force per unit volume; is the stress tensor of Lighthill. The three terms on the right of the equation stand for the sound source of pure monopole, dipole, and quadrupole, respectively. It is known that the sound source of dipole is related to the form and structure of the object. Also, the sound source of quadrupole is turbulent sound source and relates to fluid velocity.
The stress tensor can be expressed as
where stands for instantaneous velocity; is the convection momentum; ( − 2 0 ) is the heat conduction; is the viscous stress.
It can be seen that the radiation of aerodynamic noise is mainly influenced by the structure form of the grid and fluid flowing situation, which is furthermore related to fluid heat conduction.
CFD Model
As airflow goes through the grid is a process of turbulence, its flow process should be described by turbulence equation. There is no exact solution for the turbulence equation; thus the main research method is numerical simulation. This paper adopted Fluent, a simulation software of computational fluid mechanics, to analyze the distribution of flow field, thermal field, and sound field under different grid forms and different porosities. The result of numerical simulation is of great significance for improving engine compartment's performance on saving energy and reducing noise.
Establishment of Finite Element
Model. In practice, there are as many as thousands of holes in the inlet grid and exhaust grid, seen in Figures 2 and 3 . The diameter of hole is 6 mm and the distance of holes is 12 mm. It is extremely difficult to establish 3D model and mesh generation due to the large number of holes and the small size of hole. In order to research the coupling properties of thermal field and sound field in engine compartment under different grid structures, three common types of grid were adopted: round hole, long hole, and square hole with the same porosity which is defined as the ratio of opening area to grid area. In addition, the 3D models and finite element models of the three grid forms were separately established by Pro/E software and HyperMesh software ( Figures 5, 6 , and 7). When air enters the engine compartment through the inlet grid, it takes away heat from the radiator and other structure surfaces. As the internal system of the engine compartment is extremely complicated, the internal heat source systems are simplified to be a heat conduction source, and then three different types of simulation model and virtual wind tunnel were established, shown in Figure 8 . In the model, the size of simulation model is 68 mm × 68 mm × 100 mm; thus according to the actual size of the round hole, porosity can be figured out = 2 /(4 2 ) = 0.345 (where is the number of holes; is the diameter of the round hole; is the side length of the simulation model), and the size of virtual wind model is 76 mm × 76 mm × 200 mm.
Boundary Condition.
The kind of the inlet boundary and outlet boundary in virtual wind model were velocity-inlet and pressure-outlet, respectively. In addition, the material kind of fluid and wall were air and steel, respectively. And the wall was simulated using the nonslip boundary condition. The parameters of air and steel were set, as shown in Table 1 .
The shape of heat source is determined to be a cube with the side length of 20 mm. Based on the parameters provided by the manufacturer, the THR and the option value of sources in Fluent software are set to be 8 × 10 3 W and 1 + 09 W/m 3 , respectively.
In practice, as the airflow through grid is a type of bend flow after touching the system structures, the effect of wall needs to be taken into consideration. According to the character of bend flow, the relatively mature turbulence model RNG -thus was applied and the algorithm of SIMPLE was adopted to get the solution [27] . Furthermore, the difference scheme of momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate, and energy equation were determined to be first-order upwind difference scheme and the calculation values of turbulence intensity and hydraulic diameter were set. Turbulence intensity is defined as the ratio of velocity fluctuation's root-mean-square to the average velocity. As a significant indicator of turbulence flow characteristic, it reflects the fluctuation intensity of fluid. It can be calculated by the following formula:
where Re is Reynolds number, Re = V / , and it represents the dimensionless number of fluid situation; and are the density of fluid and the coefficient of kinetic viscosity; V and are the characteristic velocity and characteristic length of flow field.
Hydraulic diameter is the characteristic length used to calculate the Reynolds number of noncircular tube flow. Its computational formula is described as
where is the wetted perimeter through the turbulence; is the area through turbulence surface; hydraulic diameter is the feature size. According to the actual fluid velocity near the engine compartment, six different fluid velocities were selected in simulation and they are 11.6 m/s, 12.6 m/s, 13.6 m/s, 14.6 m/s, 15.6 m/s, and 16.6 m/s. The corresponding relation between the fluid velocity and the turbulence intensity is obtained, as shown in Table 2 .
CFD Model Verification
In order to verify the accuracy of the CFD model, the experimental measurements of flow velocity and mass flow rate were taken before and after air went through the inlet Shock and Vibration grid in the engine compartment of practical vehicles. In the test, the environmental atmospheric pressure was 100 kPa, and the temperature was 24 ∘ C. Six measure points were arranged 10 mm away from the grid wall and the engine operations were set with different speeds. Wind speed measuring instrument was employed to get the air mean flow velocity and mean mass flow rate under different speeds and different measurement points (Figure 9) . Furthermore, the results were taken as the measure parameters of the section 10 mm away from the grid wall and the mean flow velocities before air went through the inlet grid were set as the inlet boundary in virtual wind model. Then numerical simulation was presented. Finally, the relative error between the measure parameter values after air went through the inlet grid calculated by numerical simulation and the experimental values can be obtained, as shown in Figures 10 and 11 . And the formula of relative error is defined by
According to the comparison, the relative errors of simulation and experiment are within 9%, which mainly resulted from the accuracy of the turbulence model, the simplification of simulation model, and the test precision of experiment [28] . In general, the results of numerical simulation and experimental test have a good consistency. Therefore, the established CFD model is verified to be accurate.
Result of Numerical Simulation
The modules of energy and acoustics in Fluent were applied and the numerical simulation was done. Based on the requirement of iteration, the calculation was decided to converge if the residual values of physical variable achieved the convergence criteria.
The THR in the inlet and outlet of virtual wind tunnel was taken as the indicator to evaluate heat dispersion and the ASPL of grid wall was taken as the indicator to evaluate aerodynamic noise. And then the effects of different grid forms and different porosities on the flow field, temperature field, and sound field of the CFD model were researched.
Calculation Result of Flow Field.
After the engine compartment works for some time, the inner capsule can reach a thermal balancing state, which means the heat generated by components is almost equal to its emission. At this point, the temperature field inside the engine compartment has been in a stable condition. Due to the space limitations, here the temperature field distributions of airflow are only given at the fluid velocity of 16.6 m/s under three grid forms (Figures 12,  13, and 14) , as well as the velocity vector distributions ( Figures  15, 16, and 17) . From Figures 12, 13 , and 14, it can be seen that the inner temperature of virtual wind tunnel under three grid forms presents to be gradient distribution. After air passes through heat source, its temperature declines gradually from the left to the right. It is mainly because air takes away heat along its flow direction and the heat makes exchange with surroundings when propagating. Figures 15, 16 , and 17 show that airflow movement remains relatively stable after air goes through grid from its inlet at first. When air touches the grids, the movement velocity of airflow increases rapidly and presents different velocity field distributions under different grid forms. The velocity distribution of the round hole is relatively decentralized, while the square hole's is relatively concentrated. It is mainly because the round hole amount in the longitudinal section is least under the same porosity and the space between round holes is the biggest. Therefore, the average airflow velocity through round holes decreases fast. In addition, due to facts that the space between square holes in the longitudinal section is the smallest and the side length of the square hole is the biggest, the average airflow velocity through square holes thus decreases slowly.
Calculation Result of THR.
According to the ReportsFluxes of Fluent software, the THR in the inlet and outlet of virtual wind tunnel can be easily obtained. Therefore, the relationship between the fluid velocity under three types of grid and the THR can be obtained (Figure 18) .
From Figure 18 , it can be found that the THR of the round hole grid in the virtual wind tunnel is the highest, and the square hole grid is next, while the long hole grid is the lowest. There is the main reason that the grid structure form directly relates to resistance properties of airflow. In other words, it shows that the pressure drop when fluid passes through the round grids is obviously lower than that passing through the square grids. Furthermore, when fluid velocity increases constantly, the THR in the inlet and outlet of virtual wind tunnel under three types of grid nearly presents linear growth. It is because the bigger the fluid velocity is, the more the heat that can be taken away from the heat source is, which corresponds to the physical truth.
Calculation Result of ASPL.
Based on the analysis of numerical simulation with the porosity to be 0.345, the variation rules between the ASPL generated in the grid wall and the fluid velocity are obtained when airflow passes through different grid forms, which is shown in Figure 19 . Figure 19 presents that the ASPL of simulation model when fluid passes through different grid forms has the same change tendency with fluid velocity under the same porosity, and it increases as fluid velocity increases. This is in accordance with the famous theory of Lighthill 8 power law on jet noise [29] . In addition, it can be seen that the ASPL is the highest when airflow passes through the square hole, while it is the lowest when through the round grid, which indicates that the aerodynamic noise is the lowest when airflow passes through the round hole grids.
Calculation Result of Porosity.
From the analysis above, it can be easily concluded that the round hole grids should be adopted under the same porosity. Now research the change rules between the fluid velocity through the round hole grids under different porosities and the ASPL. The porosity is selected as 0.345, 0.4, 0.455, 0.51, and 0.565, and the corresponding diameter of the round hole can be calculated as 6 mm, 6.459 mm, 6.889 mm, 7.293 mm, and 7.677 mm, and the fluid velocity also is selected as 11.6 m/s, 12.6 m/s, 13.6 m/s, 14.6 m/s, 15.6 m/s, and 16.6 m/s. The relationship between the fluid velocity and the ASPL is calculated by the numerical simulation gained (Figure 20) . Figure 20 demonstrates that the ASPL in the round grid wall increases as fluid velocity increases, which is in line with the actual situation. In addition, under the same fluid velocity, the larger the porosity is, the smaller the ASPL is. It is because of the different disturbance degrees under different contact areas; the bigger the diameter of the round hole is, the more stable the airflow movement is and the smaller the disturbance degree is.
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Conclusions
(1) Based on the CFD method, the thermal-field and sound-field coupling model under different grid forms is established, which has the relatively high accuracy verified with the experiment. Through numerical simulation operated with energy equation and the FW-H equation of aeroacoustics, it makes a comprehensive study on the heat dispersion and aerodynamic noise of the round hole grid, long hole grid, and square hole grid, and thus the variation rules of flow field, thermal field, and sound field are obtained. (2) Taking evaluation indicators of the THL in the inlet and outlet of virtual wind tunnel as well as the ASPL in the grid wall of simulation model, the heat dispersion and aerodynamic noise of three grid forms are studied. As the results show, under the same porosity, the round hole grid has the highest heat dispersion and airflow through the round hole and has the best resistance property, and the round hole grid has the lowest ASPL and its airflow has the smallest disturbance. (3) Results show that the round hole is the best chosen in terms of grid form. And the bigger the porosity is, the smaller the ASPL in the grid wall is and the airflow is more stable. The numerical analysis results can provide a guidance for improving heat balance and reducing radiation noise in the engine compartment and hence reach the expected requirement of energy saving and noise reduction. (4) The research on the coupled issue of thermal field and sound field under different grid forms has already been completed by theoretical analysis and numerical calculation. In addition, synthetically considering other grid structure forms and porosities to look for a better solution to energy saving and noise reduction and manufacturing the corresponding products to experimentally validate numerical simulation results are the future research direction.
